This project is focused on multimedia masters projects and how they are made available for study.

In this case, a 20 year backlog of projects were identified, rehoused and documented using Google Forms.

Multimedia masters projects (works utilizing multiple formats such as audio, video and still images) tend to stay in the academic departments and often do not make it to the library shelf or into the library catalog. Utilizing the connectivity of social media, this project unites scholar, faculty and librarian in the creation of a bibliographic record for the finished work.

The resultant catalog record makes the work visible to researchers online and housing these projects in the library makes them accessible as a study collection.

Faculty oversee the process of rehousing material & data entry for each project, using Google forms.

Google forms data is used to create a catalog record for each project. Unique scholarly works are now discoverable online for the first time.
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The Frederick & Kazuko Harris Fine Arts Library encourages and supports critical engagement, and the examination and experimentation of ideas that connect the arts to their contexts in the world.